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Jan. 1 brought to an end
smoking in California
bars, but it’s a breath of
fresh air unwelcomed by
local tavern owners and
puffing patrons.

Loomis -Fargo truck stolen at ATMs
at corner of San Fernando and
Tenth streets; recovered nine hours
later in Sigma Nu parking lot
By Terri K. Milner
Co-Executive Isslitor
Bi

Sinirrim

’Passive’ smoke
linked to death
of thousands
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As of January 1, when San Jose residents Bobby Leal and Terri Groat want to "light up" they are forced
to do so outside Mac’s Bar in downtown San Jose. Leal said the new law doesn’t bother him that much,
but he said he hopes the law will soon be repealed.

Bars ban ’butts’ to comply with new law
"NI/body IS sure who is eniiircing it, but it’s a
slat!’ law sic you have to obey it," he said.
Don’t tell that to the people who were smoking
inside The Cinebar last Sunday, despite being
(’inebar on San fully aware of the ban. To them, drinking alcohol
The -aint behind Ilie bar at
F.1 nand, Street I, cci., ’’M ciistimiers are my and smoking tobacco are two pastimes that go
hand in hand, no matter what "Big Brother" says.
smoka,,, ban
hosiio.ss Reppal
"Traditionally, smoking is part of the ambiance
- tio enjoy a smoke
lila a" ot Jan I
of the bar experiwhile sitting bell \
Nice, and it’s also
something that is
harmful." S.IST.’
other
the
office
I came out of the
Aram
student
day and there were 12 drinks on the Stepanian said.
"But if I get drunk
bar and 12 people outside smoking. .inn someone gives
me a cigarette, I’ll
If people are outside smoking, then
smoke it
Some liar ownthey are not inside drinking.
ers an. also upset
-cick to protect
Ace Polk that the state of
emplicy,,
bai
has
Cinebar owner California
from the dangerand
in
come
cigarette
r,t
infringed on their
blit sic tar
right to run their
seem.: to have only
succeeded in making bar invners furious about businesses the way they see fit.
lingo handrail is co-owner of two downtown
what they say is It hiss of revenue.
"It the smoking ban I is killing nit’.’’ said Ace San Jose establishments - Dos Locos in the
Polk, the ;Avner of The Cinphar "1 Cattle tilt iii the Pavilion and Mission Ale Iluuse on Santa Clara
Street While he doesn’t approve of smoking. he
Ake the other day and there were 12 drinks on
tlie liar and 12 people outside smoking. If people also doesn’t approve of the smoking ban.
"I don’t appreciate the government making
are outside smoking, then they are not inside
laws that iiffect what my customers can tit. can’t
drinking"
When ;isked about enforcement of the law, Polk do," he said. "It’s kind of a still back towards
just shrugs Like many bar (owners. he doesn’t Prohibit in
While Gamboa said that it is too soon to know
know what agency is in charge of tlie law, just
that it is a law that carries penalties of up to
See Smoking ban, page 7
$7,000 for bars not in compliance
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Cigarette smoking
CHICAGO (AP)
and exposure to secondhand smoke both
significantly hasten hardening of the
arteries, and the damage may be permanent, a new study suggests.
An estimated 30,000 to 60,000 annual
deaths in the United States can be attributed to secondhand smoking, wrote the
authors, led by epidemiologist George
Howard at Wake Forest University in
Winston-Salem, N.C.
Their study appears in Wednesday’s
issue of The Journal of the American
Medical Association.
Previous studies have shown that secondhand smoke, like active smoke, can kill
by causing more acute but reversible problems, such as thickening of the blood.
The American Heart Association, which
advocates banning smoking in all public
places, said this was the first study to link
passive smoking with narrowing in the
carotid arteries, which carry blood to the
brain. Carotid-artery narrowing "indicates
that other blood vessels are similarly
affected, including ones in the heart muscle," the association said in a new rib ’c
Dr. Stanton A. Glantz, a secondhand
smoke expert at the University id.
California-San Francisco, said the study
-provides a real important bridge- bet Weell
stIIIIICS that have found that smoke cause:
deteriorating arteries and studies showing
that passive smokers have an increased
risk of fatal heart attacks.
"This fills in that missing link," Glantz
said.
Tom Lauria, a spokesman for The
Ti ibaccii !list it ut e, which is funded by the
tobacco industry said advocates there had
not yet evaluated the study.
lioward and colleagues used ultrasound
to measure how much the canitid-artery
walls thickened over a three-year period in
10,914 adults aged 45-65.
Subjects whci have smoked (in average
one pack a day Mr 33 years had a 51) percent increase in the progression of hardening cit flair irterics when compared to
non-smokers The condition, called atheroattacks
sclerosis, is linked to c’ ruckus.
and other cardiovascular problems
Among past smokers - who had pncvi
ously smoked an average of it pack dock
a 25 percent increase in
fill- 25 years
progression was found
Amiing non-sonikers who reported expicsure to secondhand smoke ltd. an average
of 18 to 20 hours weekly, Own, was a 20
percent increase in the pregressien el the
condition when compared to people without such exposure

The suspect or suspects who heisted an armored
truck from San Jose State University during the
break are still at large, San Jose State University
Police Department Detective Tim Villarica said
Monday.
The truck, a Loomis-Fargo armored vehicle, was
taken from the Lot 4 parking lot near San Fernando
and Tenth streets between 8:15 and 8:45 a.m. on Dec.
31, according to Villarica.
"The two employees were out of the van servicing
the ATMs. The engine was off and they had the keys
on them," Villarica said, adding that it seemed most
likely that the truck had been hot-wired.
The truck, which was found almost nine hours
later in the Sigma Nu parking lot, was carrying an
unspecified amount of money, San Jose FBI Agent
George Graz said.
"As a rule we do not list how much money is
involved," Grotz said. "If we did, it would tend to
encourage others."
The vehicle was found after 5 p.m. with no money
left inside, according to Villarica.
"A member of Theta Chi had just seen a 5 o’clock
See

Heist, page 7

CETI held
until March
By Aaron Williams
spott [door

CETI may have hit a snag.
The Calikrnia State University Systems’ publicprivate venture came under fire during a Jan. 6
meeting of the legislature.
As a result, the controversial and unprecedented
undertaking is being pot Im hold until March
CETI IS II ciunt preposal between the I.
campuses and tOur enrporat., partners -- Microsoft. GTE,
to create a sysHughes Electronics and Fujitsu
tem -wide computer network.
In Nlarch. the incoming Chancellor Charles Reed,
the CSI’ administration and Isissild.% the legislature.
IleW the CM. SVSti.Ill

will
CETI.

Which

shill&

III-01:11.41 with

for the California Education

Technology Initiative
Smith, duel of stall’ fun Teul Lempert, D-San
Carlos, said legislators are both intrigued and catit ’pus about (’ETI.
-At this pant the lugislature doesn’t want to lay
cit t hi railroad tracks to stop the train, but find out
answers and ask questicins," Smith said "Chancellor
Reed wants to slow things down I think CSI. realizes
the pressure from the It
The 111 -year $2.8 billion deal would enable the 22
campuses to operate under a single on
computer platform. In exchange for the capital investnient,
the corporate partners would receive marketing
access to 344,000 CSIT students and over 35.000 facility members.
"Public -private partnerships are nict a had thing,"
Smith said "We ithe legisliitors I haven’t given the
money necessary to fund ithe technolici.ty needs of (hi
See

CETI, page
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Symptoms possible early indicators of HIV infection
By Shin da Fat hipour
l’uotlut lion

I

hit,,,

A medical study- reel Iii Iv conducted
th:it leVeh limo pain and
night sweats can la. early indictors of
ititiTtifin
(est. symptoms can appear within
three to four weeks Ayr a porson is
infected with 111’, according to a study
published in The Journal of the
Anierican Nlialical Association It nor.
(pally takes three tic six months hefort.
HIV antibodies vim ht. tiotertrti in the
blissIst ream.
The discovery conflicts with previous
findings that tip to 90 percent of people

Iitrly
1111: lutecium have
nip
toms such as swollen lymph glands,
sore throat and oral thrush. which is a
yeast infection The new study tound .17
percent of HIV infected persons bad
such symptoms Both findings may be
true because II1V has various strains.
said I/r Mary Reitz. ;in AIDS
researcher at the ITniversity of
Maryland’s lost dote f(ir Human
Viruuiimgv
Knowing the symptoms could be
helpful in developing Ciiiintries where
methods of early diagnosis are unavail
able or unaffordable, Reitz said
"The problem for d(ictors in diagnomiming 111V," said 1/r. Robert Latta, direr: With

ot
ir,sp State Unlyprsii% s
Health Cria..r. -is there are probahl .01
to 50 diseases that possess these symp
tonis "
Latta said doctors must act like
detectives and look into the patient’s
niedical history to see what else could
be causing the symptoms. Following
that. a physical exam is needed to find
any problems relating to the symptoms
of the patient and his medical history
People in the very early stages of
IIIV are highly infectious and unaware
they have the virus, said Robert
Bollinger, associate professor of medicine at John llopktns University.
The study looked at 3,874 people in
tor

India cy hi, vc ere being treated for other
sey ’Lilly transmitted diseases and at
first tested negative for 111V antibodies.
Researchers screened the patients
tin tic II IV pr,,tein called "p24 antigen,"
which appears within a couple of weeks
of intiltion Having "p24 antigen" is
proof III IIIV infection before antibodies
appear in the Hood.
In the study, patients with a recent
liver were five times more likely to be
infected with HIV: those with joint pain
were six times more likely; and those
with nights sweats were nine times
more likely to have HIV.
’These studies should help scientists
and physicians develop better strati.-

gies to prevent III V infectiim," said Dr.
Anthony Fauci, director of the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases, which also took part in the
research.
’This information also should be useful to investigators studying HIV and
AIDS in other developing countries,
which bear the brunt of the global AIDS
pandemic," said the University of
Maryland’s Reitz. "The value of the findings is that if i other testing methods;
aren’t available, like if you’re in a Third
World country, you can simply look for
those symptoms"
AP wire contributed

to flux

report

.

FORUM
As of Jan. 1, smoking in bars
was banned in California.
Millions of smokers can no
longer drink and light up. What
do you think?

Put ’em out
SIIMIUTShut

lit

Let ’em smoke
The ban on smoking
in bars is just a new
twist on that old cowboy justice, "If you hang
’em all, you’ll get the
guilty." Not fair, but
effective.
We keep eliminating
the grazing areas for
those folks who choose,
legally, to light up a cigarette. We don’t want
them in public buildings, offices, restaurants, schools or theaters anymore, and
now they’re not welcome at our watering holes, either.
We’ve branded them unfit for company, and pretty soon
we’ll round ’em all up and shoot ’cm.
People seem to need somebody to hang their hatred on,
and smokers are in easy target. They’re lit up, so to
speak.
Yeah, millions of them spew fumes that, according the
Environmental Protection Agency, cause 3,000 cancer
fatalities in non-smoking Americans each year. Damn
their ornery hides.
Of course, our willingness to accept a study as fact
depends a lot on the professional credentials of those who
d() the studying, and I’m sure we all agree the EPA has
shiny boots.
We’d also agree that the National Cancer Institute’s
badge is just as bright, right’?
Because according to the Brownson study, a recent and
large study funded in part by the National Cancer
Institute, the risk of getting cancer for non-smoking
spouses of smokers was less after 40 years than the risk
if developing cancer from the chlorine in their water supply
Si which sheriff (I() we believe? The EPA or the NCI’?
And what’s next? The caffeine posse? The fat outlaws? If
so, toss me in the hoosegow and throw away the key,
’cause I anft a gonna give ’em up, pardner
I don’t like the smell of roasting tobacco, but I’ll defend
anyone’s right to smoke. I can choose to walk away from
the smoke, just like workers in bars can find other jobs if
they’re that worried about their health.
In a country where freedom of choice is practically
branded across the behinds of every baby born here, I’ll
defend anyone’s right to choose good or bad health practices for their own bodies.
Laws that prohibit smoking in places where people
must be to work, eat or sleep, are fine as long as there are
still places lift where smokers can hunker down around
the fire for the warmth and companionship we all crave.
Lest we forget, smokers are human, too.
Right now, smoking is politically incorrect, but going to
a bar, drinking, and then driving home (or to the next
creek ) is apparently quite within the proper standards of
behavior for adult cowpokes.
The ban on smoking in bars is a witch hunt, an unnecessary persecution of a few smoky air rustlers. Taking
away the legal rights of business owners to conduct lawful commerce without the vote of the citizens of California
smacks of fascism. I thought this was a democracy

aright.
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"I don’t smoke or drink
but it seems like they
don’t have many places
left to go."

"It’s cleaner now (in bars)
but it never made a differnce either way on
what bars I went to."

Sara Gilman
Graduate Student,
Library Science

Phil Cahlas
Senior, Aerospace
Enginering

Compiled by Anthony Perez 8 Photos by Brian Prince

"There have always been
non-smoking bars and if
people don’t want to
smoke they can go to
those. Smokers are losing their rights."

"I don’t think it’s fair to
put others in harms way
from second hand
smoke."

Vickie Knocks
Cashier in Student Union

Tammy Okada
Senior, Child Psychology

_

"I think it’s a good idea.
If I’m in a bar I’d rather
enjoy the company of my
friends than inhaling
smoke."

Kari Weigle
Senior, Public Relations

"I think it’s cool that
nobody can smoke
inside. The only problem
I have with it is that you
can smell the people’s
b.o. when before all you
could smell was the
smoke."
Dominika Vrana
Junior, Interior Design

Tobacco barons
target teenagers
Capitalism can run amok when
no one is paying attention to the
marketing practices and internal
workings of a giant company with
integrity the size of an ant.
After repeated public denials
that it intentionally targeted children as young as 14 years old,
recently exposed secret documents from the R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co. reveal the opposite.
But honestly, we already knew
that. One need only look at any
group of high school students to
find evidence that RJR’s campaign has worked exceedingly
well, but the company refuses to
admit anything.
Deny, deny, deny that’s all
most committed liars do when
confronted with the truth, and it
seems to be RJR’s habit as well as
that of other tobacco companies.
The U. S. Justice Department
recently alleged that the Brown &
Williamson Tobacco Corp. conspired with a California biotechnology firm to develop a high-nicotine tobacco plant that could be
used to manipulate nicotine levels
in the company’s cigarettes.
During senate hearings last
year, tobacco industry representatives repeatedly denied that nicotine was addictive. What a crock.
Ask any person who has tried to
quit smoking if there are any
withdrawal symptoms and the
answer will be "absolutely."
We now have an entire new
industry built around helping people stop smoking through hypnosis, drugs and patches. One industry makes billions getting people
hooked and the next makes billions getting them unhooked.
That’s capitalism at its best,
but it’s humanity at its worst.
How can we continue to allow
the tobacco industry to operate in
this manner?
Cigarette smoking among U. S.
schoolchildren increases every
year, and President Clinton’s latest call to cut teen smoking and
financially penalize tobacco companies that don’t comply is a step
in the right direction.
But it’s not going to be enough
unless legislation is enacted and
laws enforced. We urge Congress
not to adopt the proposed $368.5
billion national tobacco litigation
settlement reached last June
between industry officials and
state attorneys general.
The settlement lets the tobacco
industries off the hook too easily
because it would prohibit future
class-action suits and punitive
damages against the companies.
If that happens, the tobacco
barons will just go back to business as usual, finding ways to
pedal their poison to more and
more innocent victims. They need
to be stopped now.

Like father, like daughter

Sparta Guide
Thursday
MIMEDIXEDA

Black Power leader to speak
The Barrio Defense Committee will host Chairman Omali
Yeshitela, leader of the ’90s Black Power Movement. He will
speak about the relationship between the African and Mexican
communities on Thursday, Jan. 22 at 7 p.m. at the African
American Community Center, which is located at 304 N. Sixth St.
and Julian Street in San Jose. For further information, call the
Barrio Defense Committee at (408) 223-0938.

Feb. 14
Steinbeck Center honors director
John Sayles will receive the second annual John Steinbeck
Award at the premier of his new film, in Spanish with subtitles,
"Men With Guns" on Feb. 14 at 8 p.m. at the Towne 3 Theatre,
located at 1433 The Alameda in San Jose. Prior to the showing,
Sayles will speak on campus in Engineering 185 at 3:30 p.m. This
will be followed by a dinner at 5:30 p.m. in the Faculty Dining
Room at SJSU. For ticket information, call the Center for
Steinbeck Studies at (408) 924-4588.
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff The
deadline for entries is noon, three days before desired publication date.
Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily Office.

Crime Watch
Jan. 9
’Vandalism at KSJS Radio Station in Hugh Gillis Hall (broken
window)
Jan. 11
*Vandalism in Spartan Complex East, patio area (bulletin
board glass broken)
Jan. 12
’Theft of bicycle from west-side entrance of Event Center
*Victim reported being stalked by aquaintance at Washburn
Hall
*Officers responded to SJSU New Field House regarding a person having a seizure; fire and ambulance dispatched.
Jan. 13
*Theft of bicycle from Event Center
Jan. 14
Man charged with trespassing at Event Center
’Report taken for non-injury accident in the West Garage
Jan. 15
’Man arrested at Ninth and San Carlos streets for being
drunk in public
Jan. 16
*Theft of bicycle from Art Building
*Theft of state property from Engineering Building
Jan. 18
*Theft of license plate from vehicle parked at Hoover Hall
*Man arrested for being drunk in public at Seventh and San
Fernando streets

WE NE 1.0 TO
BARBEL

Editorials are the consensus of
the Spartan Daily editorial board.

f"

’AL.’:

by Jack Ohman

As I sit at this desk, I am in awe
of the task that lies ahead. The pressure is not a slight one.
Let me give you some history
here....
The Spartan Daily began in 1994
with two typewriters chained to a
single desk and a handful of students. Since that time 64 years ago,
the Daily has not missed a scheduled date of publication.
Ever.
Beginning in 1928, journalism
students on campus toiled to put out
a paper anywhere from two to five
times a week called the State
College Times.
But it was on April 9, 1934 that
the Spartan Daily came into existence, heralding its presence by a
front page banner headline reading, ’The Times
is Dead Long Live the Daily!" And it has.
Months ago, I found myself in the "morgue,"
which is the final resting place of old newspaper
issues. Surrounded by the smell of musty
newsprint and scanning photos filled with beehives and saddle shoes, feathered ’dos and bellbottoms,
chronicling
everything
from
Homecoming bonfires that stretched 55 feet in
the air to Vietnam War protests, I got goosebumps.
And inspiration.
Along the way, San Jose State University has
produced some of the top reporters and photographers in the field of journalism.
Jerry Bundsen was the "right hand’ to
acclaimed San Francisco Chronicle columnist
Herb Caan for 36 years.
The late William Farr served more than a
month in jail when he refused to name his
sources for a story that ran in the Los Angeles
Herald-Examiner telling of Charles Manson
"family" plans to murder movie stars.
Allan Jackson is credited for taking the second-best-known photograph of WWII (following
the flag raising at Iwo Jima) of Soviet and
American infantrymen "linked up" across a gap in
the damaged bridge across the Elbe River in
Germany.
Valerie Dickerson Coleman served as KG0TV’s sole female anchor in 1983 and one of the
few black anchors in the Bay Area.
And that’s just a few.
I’m not quite sure when I realized journalism
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Terri K Milner is the co-executive editor of the
Spartan Daily. Her column appears every Wednesday.

Social Science Department
OPEN CLASSES - Spring 1998
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was my bag.
It must have been somewhere
around the time my parents
insisted I enroll in Journalism 1
at El Camino College in
Southern California.
I remember looking at my
mom and saying with disdain,
"Newspaper people are all
bunch of darks."
I was right. And I knew I’d be
okay because I fit in immediately.
I come from along line ofjournalists.
My grandfather and his four
brothers all worked at the Sioux
City Tribune in Iowa throughout
the 1930’s, ’40s and ’508 and my
father joined them in 1961 when
the paper became the Sioux City JournalTribune, pounding out stories on ancient typewriters.
My great uncle was the head of the Associated
Press in South Dakota. My grandpa, Charles H.
Milner, Sr., was a newspaperman much of his life,
working the police beat and hammering out stories regarding prohibition, even as he was bootlegging out of his own barn.
My father, Charles H. Milner, Jr., went on to
work for other papers in North and South Dakota
and also did a stint at the Minneapolis Star
Tribune. He was geared toward feature stories,
spinning the history of Douglas, South Dakota,
and chronicling events which included the reverend who came to town to preach the good word,
got 100 feet outside of the city limits and was
killed by the same Indians he had come to teach.
In fact, "It says here..." was the name of my dad’s
column 47 years ago.
I was raised on the stories conjured up out of
the memories of newsmen and I’ve leafed through
the rich past the Spartan Daily has captured in
its 64 years. History is made every day and
newsprint immortalizes it.
Forever.
Mine is a family legacy.
It is a history that has endured as long as the
paper I am now co-executive editor of
That fact alone gives me goosebumps.
And inspiration.
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Cart dilemma bad for PGA
A battle over what is right
and what is fair is raging on the
I4 ;A Tour
Casey Martin wants to play
an the Pt :A tour. but he suffers
from Klippel-Treinlimay-Weber
syndrome, a congenital circulatory condition that limits blood
flow to his right leg. His condition renders him unable to walk
the golf course during tournaments.
Martin has brought a lawsuit
against the PGA and its minor
league tour, the Nike Tour, for
the right to use a motorized golf
cart during tournaments, something that is and has always
been forbidden. Ile claims that
under the Americans with
Disabilities Act. the PGA and
Nike tours can’t prevent him
from being allowed to compete.
This is where the line
between wi i it is right and what
is fair cross and become
extremely blurry. A debate has
raged on colirses. in clubhouses
and on the air waves of radio
talk shows.
On one side of the fairway
you have the fact that Martin, a
better than average golfer,
should be allowed to compete if
he is able to play the game. He
proved that he has the talent
and ability by winning the Nike
Tour’s Lakeland (Fla.’ Classic
earlier this month. Martin used
a cart during that tournament
and will be allowed to continue
to do Si) until a Fel). 2 court
hearing. Martin missed the cut
in the following tournament.
The other side of the fairway
believes that Martin is being
given an unfair advantage by
using something other than his
14 clubs and ability. This is the
side that I agree with.
The bottom line in professional sports is that if you want
to play the game you play by the
rules Ni except inn
If the court role- that Martin
should be allowed to use a cart
it would set a dancer-oils prece-

dent in the world of professional sports. I C1111 only imagine
what could happen next. Some
vertically-challenged white guy
could sue the NBA to lower the
rim so he could be able to dunk.
An aging quarterback could sue

Aaron Williams

Don’t Believe The //ve
the NFL because he’s lost a step
and wants the defensive linemen to count to three-alligator
before they start rushing in.
Don’t get me wrong, I feel bad
for Martin. I just don’t feel he
should be allowed to use a cart.
Being a hacker on the muni
course on Sunday afternoon and
driving a cart is one thing, but a
professional
shouldn’t
be
allowed that advantage.
Ben Hogan, arguably the
greatest golfer ever, didn’t need
to use one when he won the
1950 U.S. Open 17 months after
breaking his ribs, pelvis, collarbone and left ankle in a near
fatal car crash.
Ken VI‘lituri damn near died
on San Francisco’s Olympic
Country Club course while
en route to winning the 1964
U.S. Open. He had to play 36
holes on the final day of compe-

tition with a 100-degree fever
while suffering from heat
exhaustion. After the tournament he collapsed.
Even today golfers play with
pain. Jose Maria Olazabal has
chronic foot problems, Bill
Glasson has a surgically
repaired knee and Fred Couples
has back problem. Even Paul
Azinger made a comeback from
cancer and chemotherapy to
resume playing.
While Martin might be a
really nice guy, even the players
on the tour aren’t necessarily on
his side. Jack Nicklaus, Arnold
Palmer, Venturi and Tiger
Woods, Martin’s Stanford teammate, have all said they feel for
him, but that he shouldn’t be
given a cart exemption.
Their argument is that on a
100-plus degree day in Florida,
riding in a cart gives Martin an
unfair advantage over the rest
of the players who must walk
four or five miles on the course.
Whatever the outcome, the
PGA winds up looking bad. If it
wins and Martin isn’t allowed to
use a cart, the PGA continues to
look like the bigoted old-boy
network the public perceives it
as. If it loses the case, the
integrity of a game that has
been around for hundreds of
years would be in jeopardy.
As a golfer for more than 20
years, I hope Martin loses his
court battle, not because he’s
handicapped or whatever the
politically correct term is nowadays, but because I was taught
about the integrity of the game
of golf growing up. I learned
early that golf is a challenge of
man versus nature and to trash
that and to allow one man to
compete with a cart starts golf
down a slippery slope it may
never recover from.
Aaron Williams
is
the
Spartan Daily Sports Editor.
His column appears from time
to time.
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Hallmark - back by popular demand...

Good news, we’re
Impromptu,
Shoebox,
including
Hallmark,
from
bringing bock cards
Crown, & Out of the Blue greeting collections. From zany to serious,
from babies to grandparents, we’ll have just the card you’ll need.
Come see our selection.

MI

SJSU T-Shirts at $7.50! That’s right, our basic 1-Shirts in six
colors are still available But that’s not all, now we’ve added three
short styles, two sweatpant styles and two sweatshirt styles. The
same basic colors at unbelievably low prices.
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Spartan Junior is here to stay...

We’re adding and keeping
merchandise. Including
SISU
o KIDS department to our selection of
clothing, accessories, toys, games and books for the wee little ones,
from infant through young adult.

Three ind
,

Bail’

Airwalks - check it out! I

Still going strong, and with new stock
coming in for adults and children, you’ll have a hard time deciding
whether or not to buy the Format, the One, the Schtoink or the new
Scorn

!
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Get a Room!!

Polos are 25% off! For a limited time only, all Polo shirts at the
Spartan Bookstore are 25% off. Not good with any other offer.
IExtended store hours...

Today and Thursday we’ll be open
from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m., Friday from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and next Monday and Tuesday from 7 a.m. to
9 p.m. We’ll be back to regular store hours on Wednesday, Jan. 28:
M-TR 8 a.m. to 7 p.m., Fri. 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. & Sat. 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

BOOKSTORE
SIII,P1

924-1800

Wednesday, _Ian. 21,
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SJSU men’s hoops one of worst in nation
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Spartans’ lackluster
play leaves Morrison
unhappy with view
from the bottom
By Aaron Williams
’Torts I dem
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SJSU guard Michael Quinney, No. 10, tries to get past Tulsa forward Robert Bell
while No. 21 Marmet Williams brings the ball down court during the Spartans 7752 loss Saturday night at the Event Center.

Pick an adjective: unwatchable, awful, heinous, miserable,
atrocious, dreadful, horrid, substandard. Any or all of these can
describe the perfiirmance of the
San Jose State
University men’s
basketball team.
The Spartans, in
the midst of an
eight -game
skid,
their longest since dropping 13
in a row in 1994-95, are not playing good fundamental basketball. The Spartans lost to
Colorado State 58-41, Montana
Arizona
Northern
69-39,
Loyola77-64,
University
Marymount 76-68, Southern
Methodist University 81-72,
Texas Christian University 10465, Rice 61-50 and Tulsa 77-52.
"I’m really disappointed right
now," head coach Stan Morrison
said after the Rice loss. "The
players are really frustrated
right now."
At 2-13, the Spartans should
be frustrated. In Division I
hoops, there are only seven out of
Milwaukeenearly 100 teams
Wisconsin, Monmouth of New
Jersey, Pan American of Texas,
Charleston, Bethune Cookm an,
Chicago State and Sacramento
State with worse winning percentages than SJSU.
The offense looks like a junior
high school dance; everyone
standing around waiting for
someone to make the first move.
"We appear to he standing
around waiting for the guy with
the ball to do something,"
Morrison said. "Strumation is
part of the problem. That’s selfinduced.
"Ball movement and player
movement is what it’s about and
we don’t do either very well."
The lack of ball movement is
evident in the assist numbers of
Michael Quinney and Marmvt
Williams, the team’s guards

Williams leads the team with an
average of 3.7 per game and
Quinney, the team’s point man,
averages only 2.5 per contest.
Compare that with the number of shots, 144 and 205 respectively, and it’s easy to see that
the guards are looking shot first
and pass second.
Yet, Morrison doesn’t blame
the guards for launching the hall
an average of 26 times per game.
"We have several guys out
then. who look like they don’t
want the ball ton offense) for
of doing
fear
something wrong
with it." he said.
"That’s a real
typical sign of
inexperience."
Their inexperiemu has been apparent in their
front court players. Shaun
Murray leads the team in personal liads and field goal percentage. Brent Hoe has been
slowed all year by various ailments. Brad Kennett seems to

Analysis

be the hard luck
king. If he had a
dollar for every
shot that has taken
a bad bounce off
the rim, he’d be
able to afford a
educaStanford
tion.
The final piece of
the front court is
the still-growing
Trawick.
Will
Brandon Gar, la. Spartan That..
has
Trawick, whohan
basketball coach Stan Morrison (right) hangs his head dejectedly in Thursday *s 61-50 loss to Rice. The Spartans,
SJSU
gTown more t
a
font in the past who have lost eight in a row, rank near the bottom of Division I schools in win percen tage.
three years, looks
uncomfortable in his "new body." out of their funk, they need to second half 60-24. The Spartans winning."
After the Rice game, he was
He has shown signs of realizing stop melting down in the second lost 104-65.
"I’m not interested in moral asked if the team was starting to
that he can play above the rim, half of games. They typically
but still seems to be relying on stay close in the first half . but victories, I’m interested in win- gel at all.
basketball
games,"
His reply. "The taste in my
lose their intensity after half- ning
his pure athleticism.
Morrison said "We get in the mouth makes it hard for me to
"We’ve got to get more. out ot time.
In the game against TCU, mind out of trying t,, stay close as answer that "
our interior players,- NI( irrison
Add that to the list of adjecsaid. "They have got to work SJSU went to the locker mons ,Tposed to the mentality rut get harder. I’m not content with down 44-41, but got waxed in the trig :thead. nr,,ving Ahead arid tiv, bad tasting
their defensive effort in the
post If the Spartans an- to break

IRINQ
Jamba Juice RedHawk Cafe
Dining Commons Student Union
Pub University Room

All Positions Available
Great Discounts
Flexibile Hours
Easy Commute - on campus
No Experience Necessary
- we will train
Please Apply at:
Spartan Shops Dining
Services
Administration Office
Old Cafeteria (Building 37)
Job Hotline: 924-1876
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Well...yes it is.

Apple monitor must be purchased with CPU in order to gee mail in rebate
Rebate ends January 31, 1998

Standardized tests are predictable.
Understanding them is what Kaplan
is all about

Come check out
Apple bundle prices. PC prices, and other low educational
software prices at Spartan Bookstore Computer Departmeni (located upstairs in
the back of the bookstorel.

Phone 408-924-1809

To find the class nearest you,
call today.
expert teachers

superior material,,

smart technology

proven results

$3,000. Stipend and Expenses
Paid. Bonus for Chinese and
Japanese Donors.

1-800-KAP-TEST
Please Call WWFC
800-314-9996

$2,034.00

PowerBook

It’s not like
we’ll give you
the answers.

OUI

OVUM DONORS
NEEDED
Women Ages 21-29,
Healthy, Responsible,
All Nationalities.
Give the Gift of Life!
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Candidate wears Northwest record on sleeve
By Terri K. Milner
Co-ExcLunve Editor
Al Checchi aims big.
Never mind that Checchi,
chairman of Northwest Airlines
until he resigned last April, has
never held a public office.
He wants to be the governor of
California.
"I wouldn’t exactly say it’s an
advantage that I haven’t held
public office, but what I have
done is an advantage," Checchi
was quick to point out before a
gathering of more than 100 at
the Commonwealth Club in San
Jose last week. "I have been an
agent of change in three major
corporations, and California is at
a crossroads politically where it
needs change."
Track record
Checchi’s resume includes
stints with the Marriott Corp. in
the 1970s, Disney in the 1980s
and, most recently, as chairman
of Northwest Airlines.
Northwest, a company widely
referred to as "Northworst" in
1989, turned itself around during his years there and is now
regarded as "one of the bestmanaged airlines in the United
States," according to Checchi.
The opposition
Lt. Gov. Gray Davis’ campaign
director for governor, Garry
South, does not see the connection between sitting in an office
as chairman and holding office
as governor.
"He has never served on a city
council and has never been elected publicly to anything," South
said, pointing out that Davis has
held office as former Gov. Jerry
Brown’s chief of staff from 1975
to 1981 and then as state controller from 1986 until he was
elected lieutenant governor in
1994. "Al can stand up and give
nice speeches, but eventually
voters have to consider what he
has actually done."
South also finds fault with
Checchi’s claims of the transformation of Northwest.
"He always talks about
Ntirthwest Airlines. If he’s going
to live by Northwest Airlines
then he’s going to die by
Northwest Airlines," South said.
"Al can’t claim responsibility for
I Northwest’s J glories and not
take responsibility for its ugly
underbelly. And it is ugly."
South is referring in part to a
class action suit brought against
Northwest early this month by
employees to compel
the
Minneapolis -based airline to
prohibit smoking on all of its
flights. Although the airline had
been the first to ban smoking on
domestic flights, something all
other airlines have since put into
practice, it remains the sole
major airline to permit smoking
on international flights.
"Big corporations with tens of
thousands of employees will
always have lawsuits filed
against them," Checchi campaign director Elena Stern said.
"Big .iffices and employers

weather these kind of lawsuits
so Northwest certainly isn’t
unique in that regard."
South finds further fault with
what he refers to as Checchi’s
"outright prevarication" of his
years at Northwest.
"He thinks he can get away
with the lie that Northwest
Airlines is the most brilliant airline in America," South said.
"The (airline’s) first losing quarter was when Al Checchi became
chairman. His whole story... it’s
all a freaking lie."
The spin
Checchi’s office denies ever
trying to put a positive spin on
the facts.
"Industries go through ebbs
and flows," Stern said. "The airline went through some extraordinarily bad times during Al’s
tenure, but he worked closely
with the labor and emerged from
what was an industry-wide
slump victorious."
The current candidates do
seem to agree on one thing: their
top three priorities.
Both Checchi and Davis are
vocal regarding education, crime
and the economy as the basis for
their respective platforms.
Last month, Davis reminded
college students of the newly
passed Cal Grant Affordability
Act that made it possible for Cal
Grants to cover summer school.
Checchi’s platform
In his speech last week,
Checchi addressed his concerns
about education.
"California used to be first in
the nation in education, now our
children are tbrty-third," Checchi
said. "We have the third highest
violent crime rate and second
highest overall crime rate in the
nation. It’s time to restore the
civil liberty of being able to feel
safe in our own homes."
"Zero tolerance" is a term he
uses to sum up his intentions to
remedy both situations.
-We need to increase the
starting pay of teachers by 20
percent to attract good teachers,
increase training of these teachers and have ongoing training,"
Checchi said. "There is nothing
more important than teachers.
They should be tested every live
years in the area they teach. If
not proficient. the iy should be
given more training. and if they
still can’t pass then they shouldn’t be in the teaching profession.
"The death penalty should be
expanded to include) rapists and
molesters, and domestic violence
should be prosecuted vigorously,
as it is the principle source of
birth defects in California.
Gangs should be prosecuted as
criminal conspiracies, and there
should be a battery of programs
aimed at youth offenders," he
said.
Government reform
Checchi has added a fiairth
platform point: government
reform.
"This government structure
and the way it works hasn’t
changed in 50 years," Checchi
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Al Checchi, right, has a laugh with the CEO of the Santa Clara Valley Manufacturing Group, Carl Guardino. Checchi was the keynote
speaker for the California Commonwealth Club at the Fairmont Hotel last Wednesday.
said. "It’s a monopoly ,ind, in the
case eit a monopoly_ there is no
particular need tee be 111111 /vat ive
or motivated "
He sees this innovation as one
that funnels down from the top.
"We used to have leaders that
brought us toget her: now we’

have leaders who purposefully
drive wedges between
Checchi said. "We are at base an
extraordinarily patriotic and giving people, but we are tired of
the current leadership and tired
of empty campaigns The public
is ready tee heed a positive call."

With the election 10 months
away. 17. S. Sen. Dianne Feinstein
announced Monday she would
not enter the gubernatorial race,

d,spite calls from President Bill
Clinton urging her to do so,
1iceording to Associated Press
reports.
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The BEST Opportunity 1
For You!

IlatNI
BITE OUT

More and more college students nationwide join our part-time
internship programs her
of the learning experience that
we offer Enterprise Rent-A-Car has grown 25-30/annually
for the last 12 years and can truly offer you a one-of-a-kind
opportunity You will be given all the tools you need tel arcom
plish your dreams and succeed in the working world.
Upon graduation, niany of Otlf interns join us full-time and
enter our management training program Junior/Senior status
preferred Business related or non-technical maiors a plus

of High Prices with
Everyday Low Prices

$
I
$
16

Liquitex Acrylics at 20% Off
Golden Acrylics 6 Golden Mediums at 30% Off
Winsor 8. Newton Watercolors at 200/n Off
Strathmore Pads at 20% Off
Arches Papers -40% Off by the Sheet
- 50% Off by the Quire
Cosmos Brushes at 30% Off
Stretched Canvas - 20% Off Each
.30% Off for 6 same size
-40% Off for 12 same size

0

THESE PRICES - AND MANY MORE EVERYDAY AT
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We demand a lot, but the rewards are endless
This internship position offers a competitive salary ;end
a fun team environment.
Send your tt(Y1111(’ to
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Attn: HR Dept.,
226 Airport Parkway, Suite 600
San Jose, CA 95110
Call: (408) 467-1300
Fax: (408) 467-1331
Enter rise
rent-.-car
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BAY MEADOWS
FRIDAY’S ALIVE
YOU GOTTA BE THERE!
Featuring Live
Music & Racing

$1 Beers Si Sodas
Si Hot Dogs
SI Neer, Inm, 6 SO PM

It) 4 ci, PM

Free Grandstan
Admission
Friday, January 23
First Race 6:45PM
9)1,1 Sin
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MAIPO 650 14 RA( Ior Group information call 11(10, (+11 4516 Of 4081/91 ’1161
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Heist: SJSU truck, money theft one of four in Bay Area last year
Continued from page 1
news broadcast about the heist," Villarica said. "He
was going out to do laundry and saw the truck in
the joint parking lot the fraternities share."
Neither Theta Chi nor Sigma Nu fraternity
could be reached for comment.
"We haven’t ruled out anyone, and we haven’t
focused in on anyone either," Villarica said, when
asked whether Loomis-Fargo employees or Sigma
Nu were involved in the theft. "We feel the parking
lot was basically a convenient place to leave the
truck."
An FBI evidence team went through the truck
to collect evidence, but declined to divulge any
information while the investigation is continuing.

Villarica said that both employees leaving the
vehicle at the same time is "normal practice" for
Loomis-Fargo and this is the first time a heist has
occured at SJSU.
"This has never happened before in San Jose,"
Loomis-Fargo General Manager Alan Wilson said,
refusing further comment due to corporate policy.
This is the third armored truck heist in the Bay
Area in the last six months and the suspects in
each of the first two robberies are currently in custody, according to Grotz. One of the suspects was
credited with the largest heist in history, making
off with $22 million and had been a disgruntled
driver for Loomis-Fargo.
"Armored truck heists are reasonably rare, but
there have been three all of a sudden," Grotz said.

"They are extremely infrequent considering the
millions of dollars on the road at any time."
The only heist in the Bay Area last year prior to
the most recent trio, according to Grotz, was in
February 1997 in South San Francisco and was
also a Loomis-Fargo truck.
"The vehicle was left early in the morning while
the driver and passenger stopped for gas," Grotz
said. "They went in for coffee and when they
returned to the truck guns were stuck in their
faces. The money - six hundred thousand dollars
in $20s intended for ATMs in the Central Valley was unloaded and the employees were tied up."
The suspect has not been captured. Grotz
declined to comment on whether the February
1997 case and the SJSU heist were related.

"At this time there is insufficient evidence to
speculate," Grotz said.
The penalty for an armored truck heist varies
drastically depending on the amount of money
stolen and whether the money is found inside or
outside of state lines.
"We are working jointly with UPD and are taking it one step at a time," Grotz said. "First we have
to solve it, and second it has to be determined
whether to prosecute it federally or locally. It’s a
federal violation at this point because it was a
theft from an interstate shipment."
Villarica said they are following up leads and
anyone with information regarding the heist
should call the campus hotline at (408) 924-2211.

REALITY CHECK

Smoking ban: Employees clear the air
Continued from page 1
how his alcohol sales have been affected by
the smoking ban, he does know that his cigar
sales at Mission Ale House have been obliterated.
According to Gamboa, his pre-ban cigar
sales were about six to 10 boxes a week.
After Jan. 1, his cigar sales have been hovering around a box a week.
"My business doesn’t revolve around cigars but lots of businesses have built themselves on cigar smoking, and now they are
done," he said.
Many bar employees, who once had to
endure working in a smoke-filled room and
the smell of clothes after a shift, feel just the
opposite of the bar owners. While a possible

drop in tips is the downside, many are happy
that their health is now being protected.
"I’m not a smoker and I voted to keep it
out of the workplace because I shouldn’t
have to endure working in smoke all the
time," said Woody Hellings, a bartender at
San Jose Live.
Hellings said he has experienced about a
50 percent drop in his Happy Hour business,
but he remains positive that the dip is temporary.
"I’m not happy about it, but I think that
after about a year people will get used to it
and business will pick up," he said.
Hellings has noticed that enforcement of
the law from outside agencies is virtually
non-existent. So far it has been up to bar

To-A1101AX CoRRECT
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employees to ask patrons who light up to
snuff their cigarettes. Last week in Fontana,
two uniformed security guards were beat
with a bottle and a club after asking a pair of
smokers to put out their cigarettes.
"I’m not going to enforce the law because
I’m not a cop, and I don’t work for the Health
Department," Hellings said.
To Stepanian, who considers himself a
non-smoker until he starts drinking, smoking in bars is an issue that has very little
middle ground and can be compared to
another, albeit newer, bar pastime.
"Smoking in bars is like Karaoke: he said.
"Either you’re doing it and having a blast or
someone else is doing it and you have to put
up with it."

The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products Of
services advertised below nor is
there any guarantee implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings we not approved or
verified by the nevropaper.

WORK FOR THE SPARTAN DAILY!
SECURITY
Perfect lob for a Morning Person!
Full and Part Time Positions
Spring Semester 1998.
Graves. Swings and Weekends
S7.00/hr
Low key job sites
Work 7am to 9am on school days
Will train
delivering The Spartan Daily to
Abcom Pnvate Security
stands on campus and recycling
4082474827
any papers from the previous day.
MUST BE: *Dependable Energetic
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
*Able to lift bundles of newspapers
P/T Elementary Schools.
HaveCDL & clean DMV printout oEgree or Credential NOT Required
EMPLOYMENT
APPLY NOW: The Spartan Daily. Opportunity fix Teachrg Experience.
STUDENT 8r/or PRO THERAPISTS Dwight Bentel Hall. Rm 203 or 209
Need Car.
for Autistic girl. $12./hour, more
Wee Mai: 14081287.4170 ext. 408
for expenence. Paid training. Part- NOW IS THE TIME TO FIND A JOB
ECE/ME
time afternoons & weekends. for the New Year. Teleservices
Please call 408/946-8211.
Bureau needs outgoing personali TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
ties with great voices for nation sell discount subcriptions to Bay
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI look. wide projects. Flex hours. Music. Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
ing for daycare staff person. Performing Arts, and Sales/Mar- Flexible hrs. 9am 9pm. Downtown
Hours 2:30pm-6:30pm. Working keting majors are encouraged to near lightrail 4 blocks from SJSU.
with elementary aged children. apply. Call Maria ASAP, 360-1370 Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media
408/7235140.
to see if you qualify.
Promotions 494-0200.
BABYSITTER WANTED for 9 & 6
year olds. after school. 20 hrs/
week, max. Must be reliable,
mature, with own transportation.
Psych or Ed major preferred.
$9/hr. 739-7764.

CULINARY
Work with commercial equipment
at Keystone Restaurant Supply,
preparing food from recipes to
generate interest in equipment
and to test recipes/variations for
future use. Operate test kitchen
TUMBUNG/MVFAT. ED TEACHERS on Wednesdays. others demos,
Need a job with a positive working etc as needed. $8/hour. Fax to
environment? Join the YMCA! P/T, 408/2743742.
afternoons. Teaching 3 8 year olds.
Contact Debi 2269E22 x 26 FOE.
PALO ALTO SCHOOL DISTRICT
Child Care Centers
CENTER FOR AUTISM. Therapist Teacher & Aide Subs needed.
positions available for individuals Teachers $70/day (permit needed)
with B.A. or MA. in psychology or Aides-$10.20/hr. (am. or p.m. las)
education related fields to work 650329-3742 for an application
with young autisac children.
656856.0876 for information
Rewarding Opportunity!
Phn1408) 280.1112
CASHIERS NEEDED TO WORK
at remodeled Chevron stations.
Fax. (408) 280-1113
2 locations, F/T, P/T. flexible
DAYCARE TEACHERS. 158 school hours. Call 2953964. Ask for
seeks responsible individuals for Ophelia.
extended daycare. P/T in the
afternoon. No ECE units are
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part time, Flexible Hours.
required. Previous experience with
children preferred. Please contact
$50 Hiring Bonus!
Great for Students!
Cathy at 244-1968 x16.
Serving Downtown San Jose.
Inner City Express.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips. 22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
Students needed in the immediate
area. FIJI time/pan time openings.
Call today 1 650-968 9933.
International Bartenders School.
BOOKKEEPER/ADMIN ASST. to
President. Flex PT schedule.
Quickbooks, Excel expenence req.
Child Care available. KidsPark
corporate office near Valley Fair.
Call 260 7929 or FAX resume to
2607366.
WAREHOUSE POSITION
AVAILABLE MON FRI
Part time 3pm to 7pm
Detail Oriented Order Puller
$6.00 Per Hour
Work for a company that
truly appreciates its staff.
Appty in person.
1404 So. 7th St. San Jose
Corner of 7th & Alma.
TELEMARKETING POSITIONS
available. Easy hours Good
money Ask for Mike, 261 1323.

Certain advertisements in
them columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addr
for
additional information.
Cimesified readers should be
reminded that, when making
them further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully irroestlgate at firms
(Nedra employment Wings
orcoupons for discount
mcatione or merchend I se.

S1.000’s WEEKLY!! Stuff
envelopes at home for $2 each
plus bonuses. F/T, P/T. Make
$800 weekly, guaranteed!
Free supplies. For details,
send one stamp to: N28.
12021 Wilshire 131.. Suite 552.
Los Angeles, CA 90025.

SERVICES
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PHONE:
TEACHERS high quality, licensed
drop-in childcare centers for 2-12
year olds.
Flex PT/FT positions
Days. Eve. Weekends
Min 6 ECE required
Team environment
Benefits available
Call Corp Office 2647929.
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FAX: 924-3282

INSTRUCTION

AUTOS FOR SALE

MISSING SOMETHING?
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN!
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
’90 FORD T-BIRD. Very Clean.
Need a spintual boost?
Only $5700 per year
30 Years Teaching Experience Light Silver-Blue. Good Condition.
Need a break? Try Out:
Save 30% 60%
Dr Viktor and Anna Polonsky
Runs Great. Auto trans. AM/FM
The Enlightenment Support Group
on your dental needs.
Russian Trained Concert Pianists Cass. Power extras. All service
Ongoing Sundays 6:00PM
For info call 1 800 655.3225
"Professors of Piano
records $4950 obo. If interested.
@The Book CafØ Center
"National Teachers Guild Assn.
call 227 1145.
3483-95 S. Bascom
National Suzuki Assn.
"IMMEDIATE OPENINGS"
(4081978-8034
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
WORD PROCESSING
Sal TOUR CAR or find a neOione
Receptionist. Office Clerk
Grese,All faiths & intenderemnabonai
in the Spartan Daily Classifieds!
Starting $20/hr.
Sales, Customer Support
Others sag its always new and vital: *AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED’
Call 408241 6662
Check out our great rates!
Technician. Testing Optr.
it supports me in my life...’
Graduate Studies. Thesis. Term
in Santa Clara forexr
Warehouse Clerk
"I get in contact with the real me." Papers, Nursing. Group Projects, FIRST FREE LESSON -INTER VEW
Call 408/9424866
"lexpenence wholeness."
Restrres. At Formats. Specializing
or fax to 408/942-8260
Suggested Donation:
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
The price you pay for a movie.
Electronix Staffing Services, EOE
Punctuation/ Editing. 24- ys Exp.
1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
WP 5.1/HP laser. PAM’S
Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave
WRITING HELP. Fast professional PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSNG.
tam left at Clear Lake Ave
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
247 2681. 8arn-8pm.
Essays, letters. application
statements, proposals, reports. EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
OPPORTUNITIES
etc. For more info, please call Science & English papers/theses
Dave Bolick at 510-6014554. our specialty. Laser printing.
KILLER PHONE CARD RATES: VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall APA. Turabian and other formats.
Call anywhere USA for 11.96/
Resumes, editing. graphics
minute. Call anywhere Mexico for
and other services available on
ACROSS
296/minute. Very reliable service.
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
INSURANCE
either WordPerfect or Word.
1 - spumante
$5. $10 & $20 cards available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
sparkling wine
Two very good distributors want LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE Call Paul or Virginia 408-251.0449.
5 Rent
ed. Easy to sell at these prices. "Low Down / Monthly Payments
EIM000 DOMUM MEM
10 Type of glider
Special tnal offer of 201! off retail "No Driver Refused
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
MIMMUM M@GIOR MD
14 Diving bird
on any size first order. For Cancelled or Rejected
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE??
15
1511211BIBM
Caustic
121A101140 MOGI
additional information leave Dui .Suspended License
Terrn papers, thesis, resumes,
16 Sandwich
EIR111111111 DIMMIligl
message at 415.960-3053
* Accidents "Tickets
group projects.etc I have a
cookie
GIEIMMIMICI
MOORMAN
"Immediate SR Filings
typewriter to complete your
17 Young guys
*Good Deter Discount
13C1011111151 01;11111O
applications by med/law sorra etc.
18 Entree on a
HEALTH & BEAUTY
"Non/Owner Operator
Will transcribe your taped
001110
MWOMO
120Mill
lunch menu
Sem - Spin. Monday. Saturday
interviews or research notes
11131A0
Willi
IQIIM110
20 Bobbin
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
"Free Phone Quotes
Fax Machine. Notary Public
22
Cereal
grain
[IMMO
MUMMU
MOOM
Unwanted hair removed forever.
"Call Us Now. .
Call ANNA at 972 4992
23 Wheat and
LICIMEIM 13101101111114
Specialist. Confidential.
(408) 241-5400
tobacco
Your own probe or disposable.
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE
IMICID@OM
ERIOMOND
24 Styles
335 S Bayworxf Ave San Jose.
OMOCIM @DOOM
26 Dawn goddess
247-7486
AUTO INSURANCE
MOM
MMOMO
MOOMO
27 Peeked
Campus Insurance Service
30 Ancestry
MOM OOMMO MMMUIM
Special Student Programs
34 Boom boxes
OMB @DOOM MODOO
TUTORING
Serving SJSU for 20 years
35 Zoo home
,..rin,nowiriani.osvitaree
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
36 Actor Danson
ENGUSFI TUTOR
’Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
37 "The Mammoth
DOWN
29 Dwight’s rival
Speaking, Writing 8, Editing
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Hunters" heroine
I ’ Well That
30 - Vegas
Experienced with the needs
’Good Student" "Family Multicar"
38 Luxurious
Ends Well"
31 Strongman of
if Foreign Students.
CALL TODAY 2965270
40
Wooden
shoe
2
Motel
freebie
myth
Credentialed Teacher & M.A.
FREE QUOTE
41 Briny deep
3 Hubbub
32 Hollow stone
Call Jessica (408)97843034.
NO HASSLE
42
Tended
the
4
Wakefulness
33
Bordered
NO OBLIGATION
garden
5 Fond Is 35 Cow s ’second
Also open Saturdays 9 2
43 Harsh speech
Wis
course
45 Exclusive
6 Repeated
39 Actor Majors
47 Put into words
7 Territories
40 Skulls
48 Type of curve
8 Use a kitchen
42 Careless hurry
49 Brick or
device
44 Press
stoneworker
9 Sullivan and
46 Cockroaches
FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277
50 Not tall
McMahon
and such
53 Pro
10 Like someone
47 Package
54 Scratches
with a cold
49 Cash slang
including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
11 Singer Guthrie
58 Wrestling hold
50 Bandleader
61 Arm bone
12 One of the tides
Artie
13 Mercury and
62 Jai 51 Angelic ring
Jupiter
63 Martinique
52 Poet Khayyam
19 Tea cake
volcano
53 Go on the lain
64 Demeanor
21 Crazy
55 Barrette
25 Tyrants
65 Shabby
56 Type of jerk
26 Fractions
66 - mouthed
57 Beach stuff
27 Understand
insincere
59 Record speed
28 Tier
67 Raced
60 Piano part

Daily.......

CROSSWOR

OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Women ages 21 29, healthy,
responsible, all nationalities.
Give the gift of lifer
$3,000 stipend & expenses paid.
Bolus for Chinese & Japanese decors
PLEASE CALL WWFC
800-31.4-9996
EARN EXTRA CASH
up to SEM/month,
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-40 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
1-650 324.1900, MT. 84:30
ACTION DM NURSERY/PRIMARY
PLUS seeking F/T & P/T Teachers
and Aides. Substitute positions
are also available that offer flee
ble hours. ECE units preferred but
not required. Please contact
Cathy at 244.1968 c16.

TAKE
ADVANTAGE
of our Special
Student Rates:
3 Lines - 3 Days

$5.00!

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here.

Line is 30 spaces,
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Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
3 lines
4 lines
5 lines
6 lines
$1 for

One
Two
Day
Days
$5
$7
$6
$e
$7
$9
$8
$10
each additional line

Name

Three
Days

Four
Days

$9
$10
$11
$12

Five
Days

AdhIM

$11

$13

cirvs State

$12
$13
$14

$14

After the lath day. rale increases by $1 per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines. $70 10-14 lines $90
15-19 lines $110

$15
$16

Please check

i

one classification:
Ti

-’vi

Phone

Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classrfieds
San .10313 State University
SanJcee. CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 209

Deadhne 10 00 am two weekdays before publication
le All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
IN Rates for consecutive publications dates only
III QUESTIONS? CALL (4011)924-3277

Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announcements’
Lost and Found**
Volunteers’
For Sale’
Autos For Sale’
Computers Etc
Wanted’
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housng
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Services’
Health/Beauty’
SportsThnlls’
Insurance
Entertainment’
Travel
Tutonng’
Word Processing
Sdalarships

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed
in person
in DB H209, between 10am and 2pm Student ID required.
**Lost it Found ads are offered free. 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
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Wednesday, Jan. 21, 1998

Engineers clone
identical calves
for medicine

CETI: Proposal hits problems Essentials only
professor at San Francisco State University,
Continued from page 1
est’) They have to explore other options... he wrote, "The actual proposed Limited
Company ( LLC ) Operating
Smith said. however. that the corporate Liability
very
partners haven’t been Mrthcoming and that Agreement, released on Jan. 9, tells a
its puppet founraised flags with Assemblyman Lempert and ditThrent story. The CSU (via
dationi and the four business corporations
it her legislat ors.
in
"Wt. are going to have another round of are ’members’ of the LLC, and they vote
proportion to their ownhearings in February."
ership interests, The
Smith said. "We will ask LL
attachment stating ownthe CSI and each of the I.
interests is still
fnur partners for commit- "CETI is not very much ership
blank, but it appears
ments and assurances. from the financial plan to
It didn’t help that rep- money by their (the
he in the 25 percent
resentatives from the
range for the CSU. The
’SE’s prop,sed partners corporate partners)
certain
didn’t show up at the standards," Peter said. members vote on
major business decisions,
assembly
committee
and a ’majority in inter"They appear very
hearing in Sacramento.
est’ is sufficient for
Two ciimpanies that
almost all actions. For
stand to lose if CETI does ready to let the CSU
example, a combination
go
Sun carry the water for
through.
of corporate partners
Microsystems
Apple.
who together own 51 perthem."
did show up to testify
./11s0
State
San
Ken Peter cent of the capital could.
despite any (’SIT objecUniversity’s ACalktille
Academic Senate President tins, have CETI enter
SPII;it, President Ken
into new lines of busiPeter said Apple officials
ness other than CSC
disclosed that Apple had
telecommunications and
holin invited to
’non -CSI.- revenue proavid N. into a partnership
as a. as initially reported by (TT! proponents. ducing products and services."
When the proposal first went public, lack
The fillIr corporate partners were chosen over
of majority control was a fear raised by faculthree competing corporate teams.
Peter said the absence of the partners at ty and staff at an Oct. 15 meeting with Tom
the assembly meeting showed that they West. assistant vice chancellor for informamight not be nearly as interested in CETI as tion, resources and technology. At the meeting. West was lambasted with angry questhe (’Si’ administration.
’CETI is not very much money by their tions about how the CSI’ system was relinthe corporate partners) standards... Peter quishing control of a publicly owned entity to
said. "They appear very ready to let the CS1’ a for-profit corporation. West assured the faculty and staff that CSU would retain a majorcarry the water for them."
A huge stumbling block for the faculty and ity voice in any CETI dealings.
Another sticking point is the question of
staff the CSI’ system is that no governance
strocture tbr the CETI corporation had been whether or not CETI in its present form is
constitutional under Califiernia law.
set up.
Section 17 of the constitution states that,
"Many (lithe objections in the past, including intellectual property rights and faculty "The State shall not in any manner loan its
control of the curriculum, appeared to be par- credit, nor shall it subscribe to, or be interesttially dealt with,- Peter said. "The standard ed in the stock of any company, association, or
on desktop software had been relaxed. corporation ..."
"We are not in the business of making
Nutscape would be (lifer-ed. and Apple would
money." Smith said. "There is concern that
be allowed to lie used
Yet for ;ill the progress CETI had made, an (under CETI) the state would be dine of five
initial promise of the CETI proposal to let the entities in a Mr-profit corporation
Smith s;tiel he di isn’t think the CSC sees
CSI’ control the board of direct4.rs. may have
a constitutninality problem with CETI.
beili weakened, Peter said
In a letter from Sen. Jack O’Connell
original CETI document stated that
the CSI’ system would maintain a controlling San Luis Obispo I to Vice Chancellor Tom
interest on the CETI corporation’s board. At West obtaim.d by
thi It 6 bearings the geivernance structure O’Connell wrote that the opinion of legislative counsel stated, ’The funds to be invested
had yet to be disclosed. It was released three
s It
and according to Peti.r. did not give here are not in the nature of trust funds ....As
we understand the proposal, CETI, a corporatile university system control of the board.
"Most of the attention has shifted to the tion in which (’St would be a partner, would
governance structure." Peter said. "It’s anoth- issue stock and CSI ’ would he a stockholder
er shock wave Words about a CSI.’ majority in CETI .... Thus, if CS1’ Stlbscnbps to, or is
interested in, the stock of CETI, as proposed.
11,11
1)1Pard have been watered down.In a document obtained by the Spartan we think a court would conclude that the
Daily from Robert Daniels. an accounting arrangement violates Section 17."
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John Lamesajan helps his brother with the beginning of the
semester move into Joe West Hall Sunday.

Good for careers in international
business, government, teaching, travel.
or higher education.

We also offer

Individualized Learning

Programs.
Generous scholarships are available to
eligible students majoring or minoring
in a foreign language.

Chinese
French
German
Hebrew
Italian
Japanese
Latin
Portuguese
Russian
Spanish

Call for more information 924-4602 or
visit us in the department office Sweeney Hall 219
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Feinstein rules out race for governor
SACRAMENT(
Sell Dianne
F’einstein ruled tout .1 rice for the
1/eniocratic nomination for governor 1\11.-clity. saying she didn’t want
tic enter "a very debilitating campaign envireinment
Feinstein’s decision came less
than two weeks after President
Clinton persimally urged her to
enter the race. That call followed
ph ’as by Denvicratic members of
l’onfrress and the state Legislature

to run
"I have decided I will not be a
candidate Mr governor at this time,"
she told reporters in ci t.11(1)111)Ill.
conliiromai. "I math, the decision del.initidly last week. It was like a huge
weight that came off my shoulders."
The 64-year-iild Feinstein has
said repeatedly that she would like
to be governor. But she has also
exj ressed serious reservations
;On ut
undertaking
another

yea Hong campaign.
She lost a chise race for governor
in 1990 to Republican Pete Wilson,
who is barred by term limits from
seeking a third term this year. She
was elected to the remaining two
years of Wilson’s Senate term in
1992, defeating Isis appointed successor, and ran again in 1994 to win
a full six -year term.
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The Foreign Languages
Department has several
classes still open in:
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Researchers
BOSTON (API
announced today that they have successfully cloned two identical, genetically
engineered calves, a step that could lead
to the mass production of drugs for
humans in cows’ milk.
Named George and Charlie, the male
calves born last week were created
through a combination of cloning and
genetic engineering by Dr. James Robl at
the. University of Massachusetts and Dr.
Steven Stice of Advanced Cell Technology
Inc.
The applications for this in pharmaceutical production are enormous," Stice
told the International Embryo Transfer
Society as the researchers presented their
findings.
The calves aren’t the first animal
clones with altered genes lambs Molly
and Polly have a human gene expected to
make them produce a protein helpful in
blood cleating. But even Dr. Ian Wilmot,
the Scottish researcher who genetically
engineered the lambs and the now famous Dolly acknowledged that drugmaking cows could be more valuable
because cows produce much more milk
than sheep.
Researchers said the calves mark the
most viable step so far toward "pharming"
developing pharmaceuticals using
farm animals.
"It’s a big deal," said Mark Westhusin,
a researcher at irt’XilS A&M University.
This technology has the potential to be a
lot more efficient than the technology that
we have now."
The calves were born at a ranch in
Texas.
(;eorge and Charlie contain two genetic alterations - a "marker" gene and one
that tine& cells resistant to an antibiotic..
Those markers have shown up everywheal., from the blood to the spleen to the
bones.
The I’Mass researchers haven’t produced a cow that can produci a drug, but
that next step could be Clmiing soon. The
researchers said tlo.y have pregnant cows
carrying feanale tit uses that have. been
altered to produce milk with the !Ionian
serum albumin, a protein essential to the
lilt ii iii that is widely used by hospitals.
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